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The Denali nameplate is often used as an insignia or status symbol, and in particular is popular
as a less costly alternative to the Cadillac Escalade. The Denali nameplate started as the
top-of-the-line version of the GMC Yukon for the model year. It was also GM's first attempt to go
after sales from the new-for Lincoln Navigator. At the time of its introduction General Motors
decided to give Cadillac its own luxury SUV so the Denali's exterior was shared with the
Cadillac Escalade , with only the front fascia and lower side body panels differing from the
standard Yukon. The mountain was formerly named Mt. McKinley and officially renamed Denali
in by the Obama Administration. The popularity of the GMC brand is likely to have had some
influence on this decision. In at the time of its introduction the Yukon Denali's exterior, which it
later shared with the Cadillac Escalade , differed from the standard Yukon in the front fascia and
lower side body panels as well as having unique 16" DICKIE polished aluminum wheels and a
special exhaust cutout for a right side-exiting cast exhaust tip. The interior of the Denali also
featured several upgrades not available on the mainstream Yukon. These standard features
included an upgraded Nuance leather interior, driver and passenger 6-way power seats with
power lumbar support, front and rear heated seats, a Bose 7 speaker including subwoofer audio
system, an in-dash cassette, single CD player and an in-console 6-disc CD changer. The Denali
also didn't have a continuous door buzzer, instead it had an actual chime that would later be
used in the Tahoe and Yukon. Zebrano woodgrain accents decorated the front doors and center
console. The front and rear doors featured unique "Yukon Denali" stitching in the panels. The
cubic inch 5. Separate coolers for the transmission and engine oil were also standard. The
Denali upgrade also included GM's automatic transfer case which allowed for push button
transitions from 2-wheel high to 4-wheel high to 4 wheel low or fully automatic switching from 2
wheel drive to 4 wheel drive. It was not until that the Denali was redesigned. Embossed side
body panels and chrome surrounding the headlights differentiate the Yukon Denali from the
regular Yukon. For and , "Classic body style" Sierra Denalis were equipped with a 6.
Additionally the trucks from being classic body style were changed to a crew cab with a 5'8"
bed and did not have Quadrasteer as the Sierra Denalis had. Styling was also changed,
particularly the controversial grill and headlights, which made the Yukon look much less
aggressive than any previous models. The MSRP's of the models were not increased. In there
were few small changes such as the gauge cluster on Sierra Denali. It included 8. The vehicle
was unveiled in Chicago Auto Show. Although General Motors planned for a production version
based on Epsilon II platform, it was reported the company cancelled the plan because the
unibody design would not give much of an efficiency boost while losing capability for which
buyers were willing to pay a premium. In , minor changes were made to the Yukon Denali. Also a
power tilt steering wheel is now standard. The Satellite Navigation System optional now has the
added features of instant traffic updates, and re-routing options. Side Zone Blind Spot Alert is
now optional. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused with Denali. This
article is about the truck produced by GMC. For other uses, see Denali disambiguation. A
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crossover SUV. Mid-size later compact crossover SUV. GMC Denali. The engines use GM's
Vortec name, and Straight-4 , Straight-5 , and Straight-6 engines are all part of the same family,
sharing the same manufacturing equipment, rods, pistons, valves, and other parts. They feature
coil-on-plug ignition systems, [1] variable valve timing on the exhaust side, electronic throttle
control , and a special oil pan with a pass-through for the half shafts in four-wheel drive
vehicles. The inclusion of VVT on the exhaust camshaft side allows the Atlas series to meet
emissions standards without the use of EGR , simplifying the engine design and increasing
power for a broad power curve. The Vortec , , , and engines have replaceable steel cylinder
liners in the block. These vehicles were designed around the I6 engine. The I6 version was used
in a Baja racing truck, winning its first race in a class that also included V8 engines. The LL8 or
Vortec , is a straight-6 gasoline engine produced between and It displaces 4. It has four valves
per cylinder, utilizes dual-overhead cams DOHC design, and features variable valve timing on
the exhaust cam, a first for GM Inline engines. Engine redline is rpm. The LL8 was on the Ward's
10 Best Engines list for through and was the basis for all the other Atlas engines. It displaces 3.
The LLR also corrected the head issue found in the L The LK5 also called the Vortec is a 2. The
LLV also called Vortec is a 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine.
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General Motors Atlas engine. GMC currently makes SUVs , pickup trucks , vans, and light-duty
trucks, catered to a premium-based market. In the past, GMC also produced fire trucks ,
ambulances , heavy-duty trucks, military vehicles , motorhomes , transit buses , and medium
duty trucks. While many GMC and Chevrolet trucks are mechanically identical, GMC is
positioned as a premium offering to the mainstream Chevrolet brand, with luxury vehicles such
as the Denali series. In North America , GMC vehicles are almost always sold alongside Buick
vehicles at joint dealerships , allowing the same dealer to market both upscale cars and trucks.
In William C. In Durant gained control of Reliance Motor Car Company, another early
commercial vehicle manufacturer. Louis, Missouri. GMTC provided a total of trucks to the U.
Before the earthquake struck, most of Japan's transportation of commerce and people was by
wooden carts and government owned railroads, which were severely damaged when the train
tracks were twisted beyond use. Autonomous trucks were much more effective at traveling to
heavily damaged areas. The Canadian plant in London, Ontario produced buses from until July
GM withdrew from the bus and coach market because of increased competition in the late s and
s. In , GMC ended production of medium-duty commercial trucks after over years. It replaced
the Pontiac Torrent after the brand's demise. On January 30, , General Motors released a series
of short teaser videos revealing the return of Hummer nameplate, this time as a sub-brand of
GMC instead of a stand-alone division. The teasers confirm the nameplate's returnâ€”this time
not as an independent franchise, but as two models, an electric pickup truck and SUV, to be
sold as the " GMC Hummer EV. Beginning in , GMC and Chevrolet trucks became largely
similar, built as variants of the same platform , sharing much the same body sheetwork, except
for nameplates and grilles â€” though their differences, especially engines, have varied over the
years. GMC advertising marketed its trucks to commercial buyers and businesses, whereas
Chevrolet's advertising was directed towards private owners. Additionally, from through , the
less than 2-ton, domestic GMC gasoline trucks were equipped with Pontiac, Buick, and
Oldsmobile V8sâ€”whereas the Canadian models used Chevrolet engines. Between and , most
GMC vehicles were equipped with quad-headlights, while their Chevrolet clones were equipped
with dual-headlights. As of [update] , GMC's vehicles are marketed as more premium, luxury
vehicles positioned above similar vehicles from the more mainstream Chevrolet division. In
North America , Chevrolet offers a full lineup of cars , crossover vehicles , sport utility vehicles ,
and pickup trucks. GMC, however, does not offer any car models, so typically they are sold
along Buick or sometimes Cadillac vehicles at joint dealerships , allowing the same dealer to
sell a full lineup of upscale vehicles, including both cars and trucks. However, standalone GMC
dealerships do exist, primarily for dealers who have a focus on selling to the commercial and
fleet vehicle markets. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Division of General Motors
focused on trucks and utility vehicles. Detroit , Michigan. United States. Companies portal. This
article includes a list of general references , but it remains largely unverified because it lacks
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Automobiles Commercial vehicles Trucks. C and E series [13]. Little different from the Chevrolet
Art Deco trucks. Little different from the Chevrolet Advance-Design trucks. Pontiac Powered,
similar to the Chevrolet Task-Force trucks. GMC version of Chevrolet Colorado midsize pickup.
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